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The methylammonium lead halide perovskites have shown significant promise as a low-cost, second generation, photovoltaic material. Despite recent advances, however, there are still a number of fundamental aspects of their formation as well as their physical and electronic behavior that are not well understood. In this letter we explore the mechanism by which these materials crystallize by testing the outcome of each of the reagent halide salts. We find that components of both salts, lead halide and methylammonium halide, are relatively mobile and can be readily exchanged during the crystallization process when the reaction is carried out in solution or in the solid state. We exploit this fact by showing that the perovskite structure is formed even when the lead salt’s anion is a non-halide, leading to lower annealing temperature and time requirements for film formation. Studies into these behaviors may ultimately lead to improved processing conditions for photovoltaic films.

© 2014 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License.

For many crystalline semiconductors, the ability to grow large, oriented grains is essential for high performance. This ability is enabled, in part, by a fundamental understanding of the mechanisms by which the crystal forms. The methylammonium lead halide perovskites (MAPbX₃, where MA = NH₃CH₃⁺, X = I⁻ or Cl⁻) have recently shown great promise as a class of photovoltaic materials that can yield high efficiency devices using low cost processing methods.¹–²¹ Power conversion efficiencies of these devices are enhanced by the control of perovskite film coverage and crystallinity.¹², ¹⁷, ¹⁹–²⁴ We have previously reported three stages of structural evolution in the perovskite formation via a one-step solution-processing route: an unidentified crystalline precursor structure, the perovskite structure, and decomposition products.²³ Specifically the transition from the precursor structure to the perovskite structure is intriguing since it indicates a solid-state transformation. In this letter we show that the perovskite structure forms via complete dissociation and rearrangement of all reagent halide salts under both solution and solid state conditions. Based on this knowledge we explore alternative synthetic routes with the ultimate goal of finding more favorable processing conditions for the formation of the desired perovskite structure.

The formation of thin films of MAPbX₃ can be accomplished through several processing routes as shown schematically in Figure 1. Various groups have reported a one-step deposition method (Fig. 1(a)) that consists of mixing a lead halide salt (PbX₂, X = I⁻ or Cl⁻) and a methylammonium halide salt (MAX, X = I⁻, Cl⁻) in a common solvent and depositing the solution on a substrate. Upon thermal annealing, the solvent is removed and the perovskite structure is formed.³, ⁴, ⁹, ¹⁴, ¹⁵, ¹⁷, ²⁰, ²²–²⁸ A common pathway for this type of crystallization from solution is by the rearrangement of constituent ions; however, for solid-state transitions there are other viable pathways to consider, such as the topotactic transformation of one or more of the constituent salts.²⁹–³⁴ Determining the pathway by
FIG. 1. Schematic of perovskite thin film processing pathways: (a) One-step solution deposition from both halide salts in a common solvent via spin coating followed by thermal annealing. (b) Two-step process by soaking a thermally evaporated film of lead halide in a solution of MA halide dissolved in an anti-solvent for the perovskite. (c) Two-step process using a thermally evaporated film of lead halide followed by sublimation of the MA halide salt.

TABLE I. Experimental parameters of MAPbX₃ perovskite formation studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample label</th>
<th>Lead halide</th>
<th>[MAI] (mM)</th>
<th>[MACl] (mM)</th>
<th>Perovskite formed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I-120</td>
<td>PbI₂</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>MAPbI₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-120</td>
<td>PbCl₂</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>MAPbI₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-80</td>
<td>PbI₂</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>MAPbI₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-80</td>
<td>PbCl₂</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>MAPbI₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-40</td>
<td>PbI₂</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>MAPbCl₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-40</td>
<td>PbCl₂</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>MAPbCl₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-0</td>
<td>PbI₂</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>MAPbCl₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-0</td>
<td>PbCl₂</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>MAPbCl₃</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aThe 1 μm thick lead salt films were thermally evaporated.

bMA halide solutions were prepared in isopropyl alcohol.

cMAPbX₃ denotes MAPbX₃-mYₘ where m ≪ 1.

which the perovskite forms has implications both in terms of potential processing conditions, as well as providing a means by which the role of other components, such as spectator species, can be explored.

In order to decouple the disposition of the reagent salts, we adopted a two-step process,¹² in which we deposited the lead salt by thermal evaporation followed by soaking the films in a solution of methylammonium halides dissolved in isopropanol (Fig. 1(b)). Due to the minimal solubility of lead halides in isopropanol, this processing route has the lead halide in the solid state during the crystallization; it is important to note the solubility of the resulting perovskite is negligible in isopropanol alcohol (IPA) but quite high in water mandating the use of a water free environment for this experimental path. We varied the deposited lead halide species and the molar ratios of the methylammonium halides (MAI and MACl) as summarized in Table I. We note that given the lead salt film thickness and the volume of solution used, there is an approximately 3000-fold excess of methylammonium halide in the solution compared to the lead halide on the substrate, leaving lead as the only limiting reagent in the reaction. Preliminary experiments on thin lead halide films (25–100 nm) showed that delamination from the substrate occurred prior to complete formation of the perovskite. To mitigate this effect, 1 μm thick lead halide films were used, thereby simultaneously avoiding delamination and ensuring thick enough perovskite layers for characterization. In order to maintain the structure, as formed in the thin film, without excluding structural elements due to texturing, we performed grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) directly on those films. Figure 2 shows the azimuthally integrated intensity plots of the resulting two-dimensional (2D) data sets. Previous studies, including energy-dispersive X-ray
FIG. 2. Azimuthally integrated GIWAXS data, for evaporated lead halide films soaked in various methylammonium halide solutions, plotted against the scattering vector \( q \), where \( q = 4\pi\sin\theta/\lambda \). (a) Films in which MAI was in higher concentration and (b) films in which MACl was in higher concentration. Stick markers at the bottom of the plots indicate calculated peak locations for the tetragonal iodide perovskite (red),\textsuperscript{35} the cubic chloride perovskite (blue),\textsuperscript{36} and lead iodide (black).\textsuperscript{37} Note: Sample C-120 was damaged prior to GIWAXS collection; the data shown are a 2-theta scan of an equivalently prepared film.

spectroscopy (EDX)\textsuperscript{25} and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),\textsuperscript{15} have shown that Cl can only be incorporated into the iodide structure at very low concentrations; additionally, for the mixed halide systems that do form a continuous solid solution (I/Br and Cl/Br)\textsuperscript{3, 35} there is a systematic shift in both the lattice parameter and the optical band gap. Given these facts we used the x-ray patterns and/or absorption data to determine the primary structure formed; although this does not determine the purity of the structure, small inclusions of the secondary halide do not impact the assessment of the extent of the dissociation/rearrangement of the reagent salts. As summarized in Table I, the scattering patterns reveal that the final perovskite structure contains the halide species dominant in the solution, regardless of the starting lead halide film. This result suggests that the lead halide needs to dissociate and exchange freely with the methylammonium halide ions during the process of the perovskite formation. Based on the observed behavior of ion rearrangement, as well as results of an earlier study in which we reported the existence of a structurally unidentified precursor phase prior to the perovskite,\textsuperscript{23} it is clear that the pathway of the system to the final perovskite structure is rather complex and deserves further study.

We note that the crystallization times and crystal morphologies vary with the lead halide source. For lead chloride films the soaking time required to obtain the perovskite was 4 h, compared to 2 h for the lead iodide films. SEM and 2D GIWAXS data (see the supplementary material)\textsuperscript{38} show that lead iodide films lead to perovskite structures with much smaller crystals, better coverage, and a higher degree of crystallographic orientation. The most highly textured films, based on the GIWAXS data, are samples I-120 and I-80, both of which start with PbI\textsubscript{2} and transform to MAPbI\textsubscript{3} (Figs. S1(a) and S1(c) of the supplementary material).\textsuperscript{38} From the SEM image (Fig. S2(a) of the supplementary material)\textsuperscript{38} of I-80 this texture appears to be the result of the homogeneity of both the size and shape of the crystallites, which leads to better packing and orientational order of the individual grains. The slower growth of the corresponding PbCl\textsubscript{2} sample, C-80, leads to crystals that are larger and more polydisperse in both size and shape. The SEM image (Fig. S2(b) of the supplementary material)\textsuperscript{38} shows sparse coverage and a random orientation of the individual crystals, causing a less textured scattering pattern (Fig. S1(d) of the supplementary material).\textsuperscript{38}

We next turned our attention to the outcome of the MA salt and the question of whether the individual ions of the MA halide stay associated or not. The reverse version of the above soaking experiment, i.e., soaking solid state MAX films in PbX\textsubscript{2} solutions, is impractical as the lead halides are only appreciably soluble in solvents that will also solvate the perovskite. However, we can explore the disposition of the MA salt in the solid state by using a two-step sublimation process similar to that reported by Chen et al.\textsuperscript{19} in which the lead salt is deposited first and the MA salt
FIG. 3. XRD pattern (red) of evaporated PbCl₂ thin film transformed by sublimation of MAI at 150 °C; stick markers (black) indicate expected peak positions for the iodide perovskite. Inset shows the absorbance spectrum of the same film.

introduced by sublimation. For many ionic salts, specifically ammonium salts, it has been shown that sublimation at lower temperatures produces molecular units in the vapor phase as opposed to dissociated ions.39, 40 We therefore assume that the sublimed species is, e.g., molecular MAI which then condenses onto the lead salt film followed by the crystallization of the perovskite. This process is a solid state reaction with no background solvent present. Thin films (∼50 nm) of lead chloride were first evaporated onto glass substrates. The films were placed on a hotplate at 150 °C, together with a small volume of MAI salt and covered with a funnel to allow for saturation with MAI vapor (see Fig. 1(c)). The films began to turn brown at the edges in ∼1 h and were completely brown after 7 h. Comparison of the XRD spectrum (Fig. 3) to the known peak positions for MAPbI₃ confirms that the iodide perovskite structure was formed. The inset of Figure 3 presents the absorption spectrum of the final film, exhibiting a band gap also consistent with the iodide perovskite.2, 3 Given that the lead halide was PbCl₂, the stoichiometry dictates that the MAI must have dissociated to form the resulting perovskite. The results therefore suggest that all ions dissociate, not only when the reaction is performed in solution, but also when both salts are present in the solid state, with no solvent present.

The crystallization pathway reported here raises several interesting questions. These questions include, among others: Are there possible routes to templating the crystal growth via the individual, constituent ions? Does this pathway help elucidate the role of spectator species in mediating the dissociation of the reagents? How sensitive is the formation of the final perovskite to the source of the constituent ions? We explore one of these ideas as further validation of our findings and to demonstrate the application of these results to finding alternative processing pathways. If the lead cation loses all association with its corresponding anions during the crystallization process, then the crystallization should be insensitive to the lead source. To verify the insensitivity to the lead counter-ions and to test the impact of the lead source on processing conditions, we prepared a film using lead nitrate, Pb(NO₃)₂, a non-halide lead source. A 40 wt.% solution of Pb(NO₃)₂ and MAI in a 1:3 stoichiometric ratio was prepared in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) and spin-cast onto a glass substrate at 2500 rpm for 45 seconds. After spin-casting, the substrate was placed on a hotplate and ramped from room temperature to 100 °C at 1 °C/min. These are the same conditions that we have previously reported for the mixed halide of PbCl₂:MAI in DMF,22, 23 except that in the mixed halide system the total post-deposition treatment consisted of the ramp to 100 °C followed by
FIG. 4. Characterization of perovskite films with Pb(NO₃)₂ as the Pb source. (a) XRD pattern and absorbance spectrum (inset) of the spin coated film. Vertical markers (black) indicate expected peak positions of the iodide perovskite. (b)–(d) Optical micrographs of spray coated films. Scale bars in all images are 50 μm.

45 min of annealing at that temperature. In our tests with Pb(NO₃)₂-based solutions, the films turned brown at ~20 min into the temperature ramp, corresponding to a temperature of only 45 °C.

Figure 4 shows the XRD pattern, absorption data, and optical images of perovskite films with Pb(NO₃)₂ as the lead source. The x-ray diffraction and absorbance data (Fig. 4(a)) confirm that MAPbI₃ is formed. The faster formation of the perovskite at lower temperatures is likely the result of the spectator species, MANO₃, the excess component that exists as a result of the non-stoichiometric reagents in solution. In the mixed halide system used by several groups, with PbCl₂:MAI in a 1:3 ratio, the excess component is MACl (m.p. ≈ 230 °C), which is less volatile than MANO₃ (m.p. ≈ 110 °C). Although the relationship between volatility and lower annealing temperatures is unclear, it does provide potential alternate processing paths, such as spray coating. The optical images in Figs. 4(b)–4(d) were taken from spray coated films prepared in identical ways at different times. These micrographs reveal two important features: (1) a high sensitivity of the resulting film morphology to subtle changes in the growth conditions like environmental humidity, which was not controlled in these experiments; (2) the various morphologies that can be achieved, including spherulites (Fig. 4(b)), dendrites (Fig. 4(c)), and large faceted crystals (Fig. 4(d)). Because the annealing temperature was well below that used for films made from PbCl₂ (in which the excess salt has been reported to be removed by sublimation during annealing) we checked to ensure that the excess salt (MANO₃) was completely removed. To that end additional films were made and the presence of NO₃ probed by FTIR, after which the films were soaked for 3 min in IPA, then rinsed thoroughly with IPA, and probed again. The resulting spectra (Figure S3 of the supplementary materials) show that NO₃ is still present in the films after annealing but that it is completely removed by washing. These results suggest that crystallization of the perovskite can occur in the presence of excess organic salt.

In conclusion, we have probed the disposition of both reagent salts used in the processing of MAPbX₃ thin films and showed that the crystallization occurs via rearrangement of all constituent ions, irrespective of whether the reaction is performed in solution or in the solid state. We have noted several implications of this crystallization mechanism and demonstrated that one of those, the choice of the lead counter-ion, can be exploited to effect the annealing time and temperature.
necessary to form the final product. The results suggest that fundamental materials research as shown here, targeted at understanding the crystallization mechanisms, may ultimately help elucidate improved processing conditions leading to thin films of perovskites with optimized crystal size and orientation, which, in turn, may give rise to enhanced opto-electronic properties.
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